Supplementary data selection from out-of-domain or related-domain data is a well established technique in domain adaptation of statistical machine translation. The selection criteria for such data are mostly based on measures of similarity with available in-domain data, but not directly in terms of translation quality. In this paper, we present a technique for selecting supplementary data to improve translation performance, directly in terms of translation quality, measured by automatic evaluation metric scores. Batches of data selected from out-of-domain corpora are incrementally added to an existing baseline system and evaluated in terms of translation quality on a development set. A batch is selected only if its inclusion improves translation quality. To assist the process, we present a novel translation model merging technique that allows rapid retraining of the translation models with incremental data. When incorporated into the 'in-domain' translation models, the final cumulatively selected datasets are found to provide statistically significant improvements for a number of different supplementary datasets. Furthermore, the translation model merging technique is found to perform on a par with state-of-the-art methods of phrase-table combination.
Introduction
Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) has grown to be the most dominant machine translation paradigm. A prerequisite for SMT is the availability of sizeable parallel training data. The popularity of SMT has led to the free availability of a variety of parallel corpora on the web. While some such corpora comprise data from wide-coverage domains such as politics or news, others are based on much more focused and narrower domains such as medical texts or software manuals. In order to create an SMT system for a specific domain which does not have sufficient parallel training data, domain adaptation methods are necessary to best utilise supplementary parallel training data from available out-of-domain or related-domain corpora. However, the conventional wisdom of more data being better does not always hold true for domain-specific systems (Axelrod et al., 2011) . Adding a lot of out-of-domain data to an in-domain SMT system tends to overwhelm the in-domain characteristics, thereby negatively affecting translation quality. Thus relevant data selection from large supplementary out-of-domain data plays an important part in domain adaptation of SMT systems.
In this paper we focus our efforts on creating an SMT system for translating user-generated forum content in Symantec web forums. Being a multinational company, Symantec supports web forums for its products and services in multiple languages with the English forum being both the oldest and (by far) the largest with considerable amounts of relevant information. Translating the forum content enables this information to be available across all languages. Moreover, these forums have also become effective sources of self-service, thus providing an alternative to traditional customer service options (Roturier and Bensadoun, 2011 ). However, a major challenge in building a system for forum content translation is the lack of parallel forum data for training. To overcome this challenge, we utilise 'in-domain' (but 'out-of-style') parallel training data in the form of Symantec translation memories (TMs). Symantec TMs comprise internal documentation on its products and services along with user manuals, product descriptions and some customer service communications. The forum data on the other hand, consists of posts where customers and Symantec employees discuss and solve specific problems pertaining to specific products and services. Although the TM and the forum data are in the same domain, the TM data is professionally edited and generally conforms to Symantec's controlled language guidelines. By contrast, the forum data is often noisy, not controlled by any quality guidelines and in general having a wider vocabulary and colloquialisms. This difference between the training data and target domain necessitates the use of supplementary datasets to improve translation quality.
Given the TM-based domain-specific baseline model and an additional general-domain supplementary dataset, we iteratively select batches of sentences from the supplementary dataset and add this to the in-domain translation model of the baseline system and evaluate the translation quality in terms of automatic evaluation metrics on a development set (devset). A batch is approved for addition to the baseline model only upon improvement over the baseline evaluation metric scores. In order to incrementally and rapidly retrain and evaluate the evolving translation models with each additional batch of sentences, a translation model is estimated for each batch under consideration in isolation and subsequently merged with the larger translation model using a novel phrase-table merging mechanism.
Prior to the iterative batch selection process, the supplementary training data is ranked using perplexity (normalised with sentence length) with respect to a source-side forum data language model. This technique allows the selection of batches of sentence pairs from the supplemen-tary data with perplexity scores within a close range. Our experiments are conducted for the English-French (En-Fr) and English-German (En-De) language pairs. We use three different freely available parallel corpora as supplementary sources of data. Our experiments show that the selected supplementary datasets when incorporated into the baseline translation model consistently improve translation quality over the baseline translations, for different supplementary data sources. Comparing our data selection method with existing data selection approaches confirms the superiority of our approach in terms of translation quality improvements. In addition to the data selection, we develop a phrase table merging technique as an efficient alternative to established methods of model combination. We compare our technique of model combination to the traditional approach of static retraining, use of multiple translation models (Koehn and Schroeder, 2007) as well as mixture modelling with linear interpolation (Foster and Kuhn, 2007) to find that our technique performs at par with most of these techniques in terms of translation quality.
While the translation quality based data selection technique performs well in the experiments presented in this paper, there is a risk that the approach may overfit on the small devsets used (small devsets are a typical situation in real-life domain adaptation scenarios). In particular, this can happen if the set is not 'fully' representative of the target domain in question. Hence the evaluation during the iterative data selection phase should ideally be carried out for multiple devsets and the intersection of selected datasets from each run should be used. However generating multiple devsets for a given target domain (here user forums) is prohibitively expensive involving considerable manual effort. To alleviate this issue, the source data of the devset selected for the set of experiments reported here, is randomly chosen from a large collection of the target domain data and is ensured to be truly representative of the the target domain in terms of meta-statistics.
1 Furthermore, due care is taken during the manual translation process to preserve the characteristics of the target domain.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related work relevant to the task. Section 3 introduces our approach of data selection and phrase-table merging. Section 4 presents the experimental setup for our and comparative approaches. Section 5 presents the results and analysis followed by conclusions and future work.
Related Work
The idea of supplementary data selection from related or unrelated domains to boost the performance of sparse 'in-domain' models has been widely practised in domain adaptation of SMT (Eck et al., 2004) . A wide variety of criteria for data selection has been explored ranging from information retrieval techniques (Hildebrand et al., 2005) to perplexity or cross-entropy on 'in-domain' datasets (Foster and Kuhn, 2007; Banerjee et al., 2011) . Out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words with respect to training data (Daume III and Jagarlamudi, 2011; Banerjee et al., 2012) are used to mine supplementary data sources for adaptation. (Axelrod et al., 2011) presents a technique of using the difference in cross-entropy of the supplementary sentence pairs on 'in-domain' and 'out-of-domain' datasets for ranking and selection by thresholding. All these techniques rely on selecting supplementary data based on its similarity with the target domain using different measures of similarity like perplexity or OOV word rate. However, perplexity reduction often does not correlate with translation quality improvement (Axelrod, 2006) . In this paper we address this issue head-on by directly using translation quality as a guide for data selection. To the best of our knowledge this is a novel approach and one of the main contributions of the paper.
In order to facilitate incremental retraining, we develop a phrase-table merging mechanism that is used to incrementally merge small phrase-tables estimated on incremental batches of supplementary dataset. Incremental updates of translation models have been attempted using a stepwise online expectation-maximization algorithm (Cappé and Moulines, 2009 ) for stream-based translation models (Levenberg et al., 2010) or using suffix arrays (Callison-Burch et al., 2005) to store the source-target alignments in memory. Our approach differs from these methods primarily in how we update translation model probabilities. The domain-specific aspect of our experimental setup allows us to avoid costly incremental alignment estimations. Furthermore, our approach enables merging independent translation models estimated on different domain-specific word/phrase alignments providing an alternative to other model combination techniques. While simple concatenation of in-domain and out-domain data prior to (re-) training is a commonly used (but costly) technique, multiple phrase-tables (one on each domain) can directly be combined using the decoder (Koehn and Schroeder, 2007) , or interpolated using linear or log-linear weighted combination using mixture modelling (Foster and Kuhn, 2007) . Our phrase-table merging technique is motivated by the linear interpolation based approach, but differs in our use of phrase-counts to merge multiple phrase-pairs.
Incremental Data Selection and Model Merging
This section describes in detail our data selection method and the phrase-table merging technique developed for incremental model updates.
Batching Sentence Pairs in Supplementary Data
The primary objective of our experiments is to identify the sentence pairs in the 'out-of-domain' supplementary datasets which when incorporated into the 'in-domain' model would improve translation performance. Ideally, for every sentence pair in the supplementary datasets, a new translation model needs to be retrained and its performance evaluated in terms of evaluation metrics. A sentence is suitable for selection only when its inclusion improves the translation quality of the baseline system. However, to manage the scaling issue of this approach, instead of evaluating individual sentence pairs, we group a number of them together in every iteration. In addition, updating any sizeable SMT model with a single sentence pair is unlikely to produce any measurable changes in overall translation output. The supplementary datasets are initially ranked according to their normalised perplexity with respect to a language model estimated on the English user forum dataset. In every iteration, for each batch we pick up a set of sentence pairs whose perplexity lies within a small predefined range (to be supplied by the user as input). For our experiments we use an ad-hoc value of 1 for the range although a further detailed investigation on the effect of the range size on data selection is planned for future. Since perplexity is used as a measure of 'closeness' with respect to the target domain, all pairs in the selected batch have perplexity within a small range (with a value of 1) ensuring uniform closeness of all sentences within the batch with respect to the target domain.
Selection Algorithm
To decide whether a particular batch of supplementary sentence pairs is suitable for improving translation quality, we use the process outlined in Algorithm 1. The algorithm starts with a baseline translation model B L, a baseline translation score sc 0 , a perplexity range r and Algorithm 1 Supplementary data batch selection for translation performance improvement
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end if 15: end while a supplementary dataset comprising source and target sentence pairs along with perplexity scores. Source and target sentence pairs are batched into a group (lines 4-6) as long as their perplexity values fall below the specified range. Once the batch is selected, a new translation model is trained on the batch and the batch model is merged with the baseline model to generate an updated model mod el i t n (line 7). The updated model is then used to evaluate the devset using automatic evaluation metrics (line 8) and generate a new translation score sc i t n . The algorithm tests if the new score is better than the previous baseline score (line 9) and if found better updates the baseline model and score with the current model and score value in the iteration. Eventually the perplexity range is extended to the next step, and the batch is cleared for accommodating the next batch of sentences (line 13). This process runs as long as there are no more batches to process. Selected batches are accumulated to produce the final supplementary dataset used for adaptation. Since the batches are ordered according to perplexity-based similarity with respect to the target domain the algorithm makes it increasingly harder for a batch to get into the final selection as (i) later batches are less similar to the targeted domain and (ii) they need to improve on a steadily improving baseline. Therefore the algorithm implements the intuition that only those parts of generic supplementary data are selected which are good enough to generate better translation quality on the devset.
A generic SMT system is usually comprised of three different statistical components: translation model (TrM), language model (LM) and a lexical reordering model (RoM). Algorithm 1 is general enough to handle updates in all these component models. However, in this paper we only report experiments with TrM and RoM model updates and use statically trained LMs (cf. Section 3.5)
Phrase-table Merging
Ideally for every iteration step, the selected batch of supplementary sentence pairs should be combined with the 'in-domain' training data of the baseline model and a new model should be estimated. Considering the computational cost involved in full retraining, clearly this is not feasible in an iterative framework. In order to facilitate an incremental approach we develop a set of techniques to avoid full retraining by estimating a model only on the small incremental batch and then merging the models with the existing baseline models.
Word alignment estimation is the most computationally expensive process in TrM training. Thus in order to avoid re-estimation of word-alignments in every iteration, we once and for all pre-compute the word alignments on the entire supplementary dataset and use this in every iteration. This not only reduces the estimation overhead but also addresses the issue of having poor word alignments due to small amounts of parallel data in every iteration. Word-alignments are known to benefit from domain-specific over-fitting which motivated us to keep our 'in-domain' (computed on Symantec TM data) and 'out-domain' (computed on supplementary dataset) word alignments separate from each other. Hence the phrase-pairs extracted for each domain (Symantec TMs or Supplementary Datasets) are only based on domain-specific word alignments estimated from the specific corpora.
To achieve lexical table merging, the standard tables are augmented with the source and target word counts (in addition to lexical probabilities). Once new lexical tables are created on the selected batch, the baseline lexical tables are scanned for shared entries and the corresponding probabilities are updated using the formulae in (1):
( 1) where l e x bl , wc bl , l e x inc and wc inc indicate the baseline lexical probability, baseline word count, incremental lexical probability and incremental word count, respectively. e and f indicate the source and target words in this context. Entries which are not shared between the base model and the batch lexical tables are simply added to the new merged lexical table. Equation 1 approximates the lexical probabilities which would result from full retraining.
Once the lexical tables have been updated, the phrase-table estimation is completed on the batch data using the merged lexical tables. Being estimated on the merged lexical table, the inverse and direct lexical weights are already up-to-date in the new phrase-table. Hence only the remaining probabilities and counts require updates. In a similar approach to the lexical table merging, every entry in the new (incremental) batch phrase-table, is compared against the older (baseline) phrase-table and the shared phrase pairs are updated by the formulae in (2):
where φ bl , c bl , φ inc and c inc indicate the baseline phrase translation probability, baseline phrase count, incremental phrase translation probability and incremental phrase count, respectively. e and f indicate the source and target phrases in the context. Entries which are not shared are simply copied to the merged phrase-table. Again the updates applied to the inverse and direct translation probabilities (in equation 2) are motivated by the aim to approximate the probabilities which would ideally have been generated by full retraining.
Using these merging techniques, we are able to efficiently merge the smaller incremental models to the larger baseline models to simulate the full retraining effect. Also since the actual training only happens on the smaller batches of selected data, it is computationally much faster than full retraining at every step. Note that (1) and (2) ensure that the updated l e x mer g ed and φ mer g ed are true probabilities such that the conditions 0≤ l e x mer g ed ≤1 and 0≤ φ mer g ed ≤1 hold true and both probabilities sum up to 1.
Reordering Model Merging
While the basic idea behind phrase-table merging could also be applied to the re-ordering model, we choose a simpler option for re-ordering model updates. Once a new reordering model is computed on the selected batch of supplementary data, every entry is compared to the baseline reordering table, and only new entries are added to it to generate a merged RoM. For the shared entries the reordering probabilities are retained as in the baseline model. Not only does this allow faster merging of reordering models but also ensures that for common entries 'in-domain' reordering is preferred over the 'out-of-domain' ones.
Language Models
As already stated, we use statically trained LMs for all our experiments. We use 5-gram models with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995) and interpolated back-off. With such models adding a single n-gram into an existing model affects the probability and back-off values of all n-grams in the model. Hence incremental merging of LMs can not be achieved as easily as in the case of TrMs. Accordingly, in the current experiments we use statically estimated interpolated LMs. Three different 5-gram LMs are estimated on monolingual German and French forum data, the target side of the entire TM data and supplementary datasets, respectively. We then combine them using linear interpolation. The interpolation weights are estimated by running expectation maximization (EM) (Dempster et al., 1977) on the target side of the devset.
Experimental Setup
In this section, we introduce the datasets, tools and software used in our experiments. We also present the experimental setups for comparing our data selection and model merging technique with established techniques in the literature.
Datasets
The training data for our baseline systems consists of En-De and En-Fr bilingual datasets in the form of Symantec TMs. Monolingual Symantec forum posts in German and French along with the target side of the TM training data serve as language modelling data. In addition, we also have about 1.1M monolingual sentences from the English forum data which is used to create the LM with respect to which the supplementary datasets are ranked. The dev and testsets are randomly selected from this English forum dataset, ensuring that they are representative of the forum data in terms of different statistics, and manually translated by professional translators. Table 1 reports the number of sentences in the different datasets along with the average sentence length (A.S.L.) used for all our experiments.
Apart from the 'in-domain' training data, we also used the following three freely available parallel corpora as supplementary datasets for our experiments.
1. Europarl (Koehn, 2005) 
Software and Tools
The SMT system used in our experiments is based on the standard phrase-based SMT toolkit: Moses . Word alignment is performed with Giza++ (Och and Ney, 2003) using the 'grow-diag-final' heuristic. The lexical, phrase and reordering tables are built on the word alignments using the Moses training scripts. The standard training scripts are modified to augment the count information in the lexical tables. The maximum phrase-length is set to 7. The automatic metric used to evaluate translation quality in the incremental setup is BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) , although the selection algorithm is general enough to accommodate any other evaluation metric. The feature weights for the log-linear combination of the features are tuned using Minimum Error Rate Training (MERT) (Och, 2003) on the devset in terms of BLEU. For the LMs used in each of our models, we used the IRSTLM (Federico et al., 2008) language modelling toolkit for estimation as well as for the linear interpolation weight computation. In order to merge interpolated weights into a single LM, we used the weighted mixing mechanism provided by SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) . Once the LMs are estimated, they are binarized using KenLM (Heafield, 2011) to ensure faster multi-threaded access during the decoding phase. Finally, translations of the testsets in every phase of our experiments are evaluated using the BLEU and TER (Snover et al., 2006) metrics.
Experiments
The primary objective of the experiments is relevant data selection from supplementary parallel training data for domain adaptation. In order to evaluate the effect of our data selection technique, we compare our method with established methods in the literature. Additionally we also compare existing mechanisms to combine the selected data with the 'in-domain' data.
Baseline
Prior to running the incremental data selection experiments, the baseline TrMs were estimated on the 'in-domain' (Symantec TMs) datasets. The standard Moses training scripts were modified to augment the actual word counts to the existing lexical table format. The scoring mechanism of Moses was adjusted to handle the variation in the lexical table formats. This modified version of the training scripts was then used to estimate the baseline TrM only on the Symantec TM data. Three different interpolated LMs were estimated using the technique reported in Section 4.2 each with the target side of different supplementary datasets. For experiments with a particular supplementary dataset, we used the respective interpolated LM as the baseline for fair comparison. Therefore, the baseline for each set of experiments (for every supplementary dataset) had the same TrM but different LMs. The Giza++ alignments for each of the supplementary datasets were pre-computed and used in the iterative setup.
Data Selection Experiments
To evaluate the quality of our data selection approach we compare the following four data selection techniques:
1. Full: The naive approach of using the full data for adaptation. 2. PP: Data selection by ranking the supplementary data using normalised perplexity with respect to the target domain and thresholding (Foster and Kuhn, 2007) . 3. PPD: Using difference in cross-entropy between in-domain and out-domain datasets to rank supplementary data followed by thresholding (Axelrod et al., 2011) . 4. TQS: Translation quality-based data selection (cf. Section 3).
In order to rank the supplementary dataset sentences by normalised perplexity (PP), we used a LM trained on the English forum data as the target-domain LM. For each sentence on the source side of the supplementary dataset, its perplexity is computed on the target-domain LM. Perplexity is found to have a strong correlation with the sentence length and hence we normalize the perplexity values by sentence length. Once the perplexity values are computed, they are sued to sort the sentences thereby ensuring that the sentences which are closest to the target domain appear at the top. The data selection is performed by selecting the top N sentences from this ranked corpus. The value of N is set by the number of sentences selected using our TQS method for fair comparison.
Following the technique presented in (Axelrod et al., 2011) , the difference of cross-entropy based ranking (PPD) requires an out-of-domain LM in addition to the existing in-domain LM. An out-domain LM is built on a randomly selected sub-sample of the supplementary training data having the same number of sentences and the same vocabulary as the in-domain LM. A similar set of in-domain and out-domain language models are also built on the target language side using the German and the French forum datasets for in-domain LMs and random samples from supplementary datasets as the out-of-domain LMs. Eventually each supplementary data sentence is ranked according to the difference in cross-entropy with respect to the in-domain and out-of-domain LMs summed over both the source and the target languages. Like in the case of PP, the sentences are sorted by these scores and the lowest scoring sentences are selected. However in contrast to the previous case, this ranking biases towards the sentences which are both like the in-domain sentences and unlike the average of out-of-domain sentences.
The sentences selected using our translation quality-based technique (TQS) are selected in batches using the approach described in Section 3.2. In order to speed up the translation process in the iterative framework, we utilise the multi-threaded feature of the Moses decoder. Furthermore, the merged phrase-table and the reordering models were filtered using the source side of the devset to reduce memory requirements as well as ensure faster decoding. While the other two ranking techniques require the selection of a thresholding value to select an appropriate subset of the supplementary data for adaptation, our technique is designed to automatically select a subset of the same. Therefore we use the number of sentences selected by TQS methods as the thresholding value for PP and PPD selection schemes.
Data Combination Experiments
Once the supplementary data is selected, this data needs to be combined with the in-domain training data for adaptation. In addition to the naive approach of concatenating the selected data to the in-domain datasets and retraining the model, we investigate three configurations of model combination based on existing methods in the SMT literature.
1. Conc: The naive approach of concatenating the selected data with the in-domain data and retraining the SMT model (Foster et al., 2010) . 2. Multiple phrase-table (MPT): Creating separate phrase-tables for the in-domain and the selected data and using the multiple decoding path feature of the Moses decoder (Koehn and Schroeder, 2007) . 3. Linear Interpolation (LinMix): Using a weighted linear interpolation to combine the individual phrase-tables (Foster and Kuhn, 2007) . 4. PTM: Using the phrase-table merging technique reported in this paper.
In the concatenation approach (Conc), the selected supplementary data is added to the indomain training data and a new TrM is retrained from scratch. This model is then tuned using the devset and finally tested using the testset to reveal the effect of adaptation. The Multiple phrase-table (MPT) approach requires training separate phrase-tables on the in-domain and selected data and combining them using the multiple decoding feature of the Moses decoder. The decoder uses both phrase-tables to score each of the translation options during the decoding phase. The phrase pairs which occur in both the phrase-tables are separately scored using their respective phrase-tables. In the linear interpolation approach (linmix) the two phrase-tables are combined using weights in a linear interpolation scheme. In order to learn the interpolation weights, LMs are constructed on the target side of the in-domain training set and the selected supplementary data. These LMs are then interpolated using EM on the target side of the devset to learn the optimal mixture weights. These weights are subsequently used to combine the individual feature values for every phrase pair from two phrase-tables using the formula in (3).
where p in (s|t) and p out (s|t) are the feature values of individual phrase pairs from the in-domain and out-of-domain phrase-tables, respectively. λ is the tunable weight between 0 and 1.
The phrase-table merging (PTM) technique outlined in Section 3 was developed to rapidly combine incremental and baseline TrMs to aid our iterative data selection method. However, here we use it as an alternative technique to combine the in-domain and out-of-domain phrasetables. While the basic idea behind this technique is similar to that of linear interpolation, in our technique each feature is weighted according to its frequency in the respective phrase-tables in contrast to using a global weight for every feature in LinMix. Following model combination, all the models are tuned using MERT on the devset.
Results and Analysis
As stated in Section 4.2, the incremental data selection process is performed by evaluating translation quality in terms of BLEU scores on the devset data. Table 2 reports the baseline scores, the best scores and the number of sentences selected during the process of incremental data selection on the devset. Alongside the number of selected sentences, the percentage figures indicate the proportion of the selected sentences with respect to the entire size of the supplementary datasets as reported in Table 2 : BLEU scores on devset using incremental TrM updates and number of sentences selected. * indicates statistically significant improvement at p≤0.05, best scores are in bold.
The scores in Table 2 clearly show the improvements observed on the devset for both language pairs across all supplementary datasets. While the improvements obtained using the Europarl (EP) and Open-Subtitles (OPS) corpora are statistically significant at the p=0.05 level using bootstrap resampling (Koehn, 2004) for both language pairs, the News-Commentary (NC) corpus only provides significant improvement for En-De translations. Compared to the improvements obtained on the other two sets, NC improvements are much lower, which could be attributed to the smaller size of the corpus and hence consequentially the smaller size of the selected dataset. As already stated in Section 4.3.2, the number of selected sentences as reported in Table 2 for each supplementary dataset is used as the threshold values for data selection for the PP and PPD ranking methods.
Data Selection Results
The primary objective of our approach being data selection from supplementary sources, we first report the results of our data selection methods in comparison to the other data selection techniques described in Section 4.3.2. In this phase, the selected supplementary data is concatenated with the in-domain training data to train new TrMs which are then tuned using MERT on the devset. Table 3 reports the BLEU and TER scores for the different data selection techniques in addition to our own method. Table 3 : Testset BLEU and TER scores using data selection methods. * , †, ‡, § indicates statistically significant improvement in BLEU over baseline, PP, PPD and Full datasets, respectively.
The scores reported in Table 3 show that adding additional supplementary data to the indomain TrMs improve translation quality scores over the baseline in nearly all cases (quality only deteriorates over the baseline when the Full NC data is added to the En-Fr training data). The actual data selection methods (PP, PPD and TQS) provide improvements on the baseline scores as well as on the Full scores, indicating the success of the data selection process.
Comparing the translation quality scores between PP, PPD and TQS, we observe that while the PPD scores are sightly better than the PP scores, the TQS method performs best, consistently improving over the other two data selection methods in terms of BLEU scores. Using EP as the supplementary corpus the TQS method provides improvements of 1.12 absolute (5.1% relative) and 1.71 absolute (5.37% relative) BLEU points over the baseline scores for En-De and En-Fr translations, respectively. With the OPS corpus, the improvement figures are 0.94 absolute (4.17% relative) and 1.04 absolute (3.2% relative) BLEU points for En-De and En-Fr translations, respectively. For the NC corpus, the method improves the baseline scores by 0.37 absolute (1.67% relative) and 0.74 absolute (2.33% relative) BLEU points for En-De and En-Fr translation, respectively. While the EP and OPS improvements are statistically significant at p≤0.05 level for both language pairs, for NC only the En-Fr improvement is statistically significant. Although the TQS method provides better scores than the PP and PPD methods on all counts, the differences are not statistically significant in most cases, except for En-Fr improvements using the EP dataset. However, when compared to the Full scores, the TQS method provides statistically significant improvements for nearly all the cases.
Data Combination Results
The results reported in Table 3 use the Conc approach (cf. Section 4.3.3) to combine the additional data to the in-domain dataset. However, combining in-domain and out-domain datasets using this approach may not always lead to the best results as is evident from the literature (Foster and Kuhn, 2007; Banerjee et al., 2011) . Hence in the second phase we compare the translation quality achieved by using the different combination methods explained in Section 4.3.3. Since the data selected by the TQS method was the best-performing dataset using the BLEU scores as per Table 3 , we report the results of the different data combination experiments on this particular set only. Table 4 reports the effect of different data combination methods on translation score using data selected by the TQS method. The translation quality scores in Table 4 confirm our assumption that concatenation is not always the best option to combine multiple datasets. The results show weighted linear interpolation to be the best-performing system for different datasets and language pairs. However, the difference in the evaluation scores between the different combination techniques are mostly statistically insignificant. MPT is found to work better than Conc in some of the cases (for EP datasets in En-De and En-Fr) but in most cases is poorer than all the other methods. Weighted linear interpolation is known to work well in multi-domain phrase-table combination (Banerjee et al., 2011) and our experiments confirm the observation. Interestingly, using our phrasetable merging method (PTM) for model combination seems to work reasonably well for all the different datasets and language pairs. While it does not perform the best, it certainly performs at par with the other combination techniques experimented with, the differences being statistically insignificant in all cases.
Using the MPT configuration has a major advantage over the Conc approach in keeping the in-domain and out-domain phrase-tables separate. While this can really be an effective choice in some cases, this model has larger number of parameters which are difficult to optimize using MERT (Chiang et al., 2009 ). The linear interpolation mechanism avoids the large parameter setting by combining features from multiple tables into a single table. However, this requires the estimation of the interpolation weights and it is not very straightforward to optimize the linear weights directly in terms of translation quality. While the LinMix method uses global weights for all phrase pairs, the PTM method uses different weights based on the frequency of occurrence in each corpora. This avoids the problem of linear interpolation weight optimization as well as the large parameter setting. In our experimental setting, this method slightly underperforms with respect to LinMix, but the difference is statistically insignificant.
Combining Data Selection and Model Combination
The results in Table 4 clearly indicate that linear interpolation of phrase-tables provides the best scores among different data combination techniques at least for the datasets under consideration. Hence in the final phase we present the results on different data selection methods using linear interpolated mixture models as the combination technique in Using linear interpolation to combine the models built on different datasets results in a moreor-less uniform improvement in all translation quality scores for all datasets and language directions when compared to the results in Table 3 . The data selected using the TQS method provides statistically significant improvements over the baseline scores as well as those using the Full dataset. Furthermore, the TQS scores are now significantly better than the PP and PPD scores for the En-Fr translation on both EP and the OPS datasets and for the En-De translations on the OPS dataset. However, the improvements are still not statistically significant for the other datasets and language pair combinations.
The overall results in Tables 3 and 5 strongly suggest the success of data selection as an adaptation technique. While adding supplementary training data widens the coverage of the TrMs, thus reducing the number of untranslated words in the translations, it also provides richer lexical translation probabilities for some phrases and words which although present in the baseline models were sparsely represented. Furthermore, we have empirically shown that our translation quality based data selection method consistently outperforms perplexity ranking-based data selection approaches. While the TQS method directly uses translation quality to select supplementary sentences, the PP and PPD methods rely on the perplexity or cross-entropy for the same task. Since perplexity or cross-entropy have low correlation with actual translation quality, sentences selected using such techniques are not guaranteed to improve translation quality. In contrast the TQS method only selects groups of sentences which improve translation quality, which is our overall objective. Hence, while using the PP or the PPD method all the top sentences from the supplementary data are chosen, the TQS method discards a few of the top batches as they fail to improve translation quality on the devset in the iterative framework.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have introduced a novel method for supplementary data selection for domain adaptation of SMT systems. Sentence pairs are selected incrementally in batches from the supplementary out-of-domain bitext data and added to the baseline system and evaluated in terms of BLEU scores on a devset. A batch is selected only if it results in improved BLEU scores. Once all the batches in a supplementary dataset are processed, the batches that pass the selection are combined to produce the selected parallel data for domain adaptation. The data selected using this method is found to outperform other existing data selection methods in terms of translation quality on an unseen testset and for a number of supplementary datasets.
Additionally we also present a phrase-table merging technique that is developed to facilitate iterative data selection. This technique is effectively used to combine multiple phrase-tables from different domains and performs on a par with other existing techniques in the field. Our experiments also show that data selection is an effective adaptation technique for translating user-generated content using TM based training data. Moreover, the relative comparison of different model or data combination strategies reveals that concatenating supplementary data to existing in-domain data may not always yield the best results and is outperformed by a linear interpolation approach.
Extending the concept of iterative incremental training to LMs is one of the prime future directions for this work. Further investigation into methods to avoid the overfitting issue is also necessary. Finally, some analysis on the effect of batch size on translation quality in an iterative setting would also be an interesting future direction. Furthermore, the phrase-table merging technique could effectively be utilised for incremental training of TrMs.
